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SU:Mr,,1ARY.-This report describes experimental and theoretical in
vestigations of the vibrations of rafwires during "singing." The
experimental work was confined to the laboratory. Observations were
made on a rafwire in a wind channel at various angles of yaw, at various
wind speeds and under various tensions. Subsidiary aerodynamic and
other measurements were also made. The principal reason for the
experiment was the \-vish to find an explanation for fractures which have
occurred from time to tilne.

The singing appears to be prin1arily due to torsional vibrations of the
\vire in the fundamental mode. A steady amplitude is maintained by
energy derived from the air floTwing past the wire; this balances the losses
of energy due to (a) hysteresis, (b) the forcing of vibrations in the structure,
-and (c) friction at the attachn1ents. The air moments have been shown
to be of the required nature over a certain range of angles of yaw (i. e. ,
N r is positive). The note depends. only upon the dimensions, density,
and rjgidity of the \vire. Amplitudes up to ± 70° were observed.

Lateral vibrations of very small amplitude (about 0·1 inch or less) were
never entirely absent during singing. Lateral resonance \vith the torsional
vibration is possible, through the intermediary of air forces, at a series of
tensions. At these tensions the torsional amplitude is much reduced,
e.g., by friction at the attachrnents, but the note is then observed to be
loudest.

The stresses in a singing \vire have been calculated, and are large,
but do not appear to be dangerous when the tension is not excessive.
A 2-!hours J fatigue test in the channel,during which the amplitude decayed
from 68 ° to 64°, did not lead to fracture. Fracture appears more probable
under excessive tensions, and would then be deterlnined by lateral resonance
(\vhen the torsion is a minimun1) and is to be expected at the first lateral
loop from the end of the wire.

Singing can be prevented by vlrapping rubber round the yvire at some
point, and fixing lead round this.

Ie IntTodu.ctory.-It is well knOYin that aeroplane rafwires
" sing " u11der conditions that have not hitherto been deternlined ..
Some years ago, t'he following obseryations \;vere ll1ade on fnll
scale aeroplanes :

(a) The pitch of the note of a singing viire WEiJS estilnated
by ear to be abbut middle C, corresponding to a freque11cy of
about 260 vibrations per second.

(b) During singil1_g, a nlain lift ,vire was found to be alive
to the touch, a11d singing stopped \tvherl the vvire was gripped
by hancl.

(B6420) Wi. 53-720, 500. 7/22. Gpm 32.
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The presellt series of experilne11ts ,vere undertak~en vvith the
ainl of studying the problem nlore COl1.venielltly ill OJ Willd pha1111eL
They cotlsist of :

(A) l'1ain in whicll "singing" IS reproduced
in the challnel under certain conditions (§ 2).

(§ § 12-14).

ex
the

rafwire,
2) ,vas supported

central seven foot
). Standard

\V9JS made
of 25 Ibs.,

to 132 it jsec.

ullder certain
a.udible,

chanl1el. TIle

The \vire
conditions, as
anywhere in the
conditions for clear

2. Sing-ing eXl]eri1nents.-(Tables 1-5,
ten feet of section. by O'094/l
vertically bet,veen tvvo be8.;ills so that
length was inside a sevell foot 1\Tind c}lanllel

shackles 1vere llsed (Fig, 3), alld
-",,..,,.,.;;..,.,,.v->A' the tensiOll froln 15 to 1 1bs.

vVilld from 61·5 ft jsec.

and
the SOUlld

above the 11.oise
were:

that the
The

rafwire),
a lateral
of snlall

of the note was
of wind

error limits of
¥lEtS primarily

means of it was observed
wire executed vibrations "\X/hen
grea.;test observed was ± middle
at a wind of ft jsec. On close exarllination
vibration was also seen to exist; this was
amplitude, of the order 0"·1. The
observed to be 217 vibrations per
speed, and angle of rigging within tIle
tIle experiment, suggesting that the
torsiollal.

(1) The (yaw) of the vvire nlust be betweell
o wind,

(2) The tension 11111st exceed a ill the 11eigh-
bourhood of 300 1b8.

(3) At the lo,vest a11g1e of 0) the \Jvind speed
nlust exceed a certain abou_t 90 ft jsec.
At other COmn1el1.Cea at all wind

·5 ft

The fundamental frequencies of the \Vlre v{ere calculated,
with the following results:

lVIode of vibration. Frequency (vibrations per second).

Lateral (i.e., transverse). 27 for 1,000 Ibs. load.

Longitudinal.

Torsional.

421 independent of load.

225 independent of load.
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The lateral frequency varies approximately as vi load. In
these.¥,frequencies no correction has been made for the screwed
and forked part of the wire, and in the first and third cases it
has been assumed that the wire is of elliptical section (cf. Fig. 2).

It is concluded that the torsional vibration during singing
is in the fundamental mode and has the natural free period
approxinlately. This c011clusion is supported also by previous
observations of singi11g (e.g., § 1 (a).).

3. The source of energy.-(a) A priori indications.-The
torsional vibration involves a continued Sllpply of rotc1tional
energy from the air, to balance the dissipation of energy due to :

(1) Torsional hysteresis and forced vibrations in the
structure,

(2) Friction at the attachments.

The air moments about the longitudinal axis of the wire
are defined, for convenience, as yawing moments. Consider
a wire rigged vertically in a wind_ channel. The yavving momel1ts
,vhich can act on the wire at a COllstant wind speed are:

(1) Yawing momellt due to the position of the centre of
pressure (in front of the axis),

(2) Yawing monlerlt due to the velocity of rotation w
about the axis of the wire.

The first, the N v moment, being a function of the orientatiol1
of the elements of the wire, acts in the same fashion as the rigidity
of the material; it directly affects the period of vibr9.Jtion (to
abollt 1 per cent., § 15), but cannot supply energy for the
maintenance of a p~tre torsional vibration (i.e., in the absence
of a lateral vibration ill a different phase). TIle second moment,
the Ny momellt, has the effect of a positive or damping
accordin.g to its sign, and is therefore as a probable
source of energy.

(b) Existence of the NT supply of en.ergy.-Tlle magnitude
of the couple was measured on a 15 scale rnodel of a rafwire
in tVIO different vvays (§ 13). It is approximately equivalent
to an impulsive couple occurring every tilue the wind is at 15°
to the "\ftlire (§ 13, Fig. 7). Du_ring one complete torsional
cycle of an element of the wire, four ilnpulses occur, provided
the all1plitude B.Jt the element is sufficient to cover both of the
± 15° positions.

(c) Sufficiency of~ the energy 8upply.-The en_ergy demallded
of each air impulse is less than 1 per cent. of the total energy of
the torsiona.l vibration. The balance between the supply and
the dissipation of energy is worked out belovo! (§ 16). Fig. 11
sllows two of the main parts in the balance of energy, viz., the
Sllpply due to N r witl10ut the" speed ratio" correction (§ 13)
and the hysteresis loss.

(d) The torsional vibTCttioTi does not resonate with a free external
source.-It has been suggested by the N.P.L. that the singillg of
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rB)fwires is a vioratioll forced by tIle periodic th-rowing ·off;oI
eddies in the same mall1ler asa short rou_nd ,vire is cauffed to
vibrate in awilld.* The free eddy frequ_ency is, 11owever, very
nluch higher than the frequency of the note produced under the
ordinary conditions of flight. For exanlple, the prese11t tell foot
Bxperinlental rafwire Inight reS·Ol1ate Yvith the eddies at abont.20
m.p.h.; at 100 m.p.h. a resonatillg wire viould require to be about
tvvo feet long, and the higher .tIle speed the shorter the vlire.

Th"e torsiollal ",;libr2vtiOll in singing llas approxilnately the
fUlldamental free l)eriod of tile wire, and cann.ot therefore. be
ragarded as a forced oscillation under the action of a free periodic
i101V. It is an oscillation ""v1108e freque11cy is deterlTIined (to
a first approximation) by the dimensiolls, dellsity, and elast!ic
properties of the Vi/ire (§ 15), luailltailled by el1ergy derived.
from the periodic flow produced by tIle oscillation, e.g., as in
the motion of a clock, tIle timing of the supplies of energy is
llecessarily deterulined by the motion of the oscillating s~ystelne

<i •. The effect of ten8i~on.-The part
TIlainly t\vofold:-

(1) The ten.siol1 deternlines the frictional couples bet,veen
th.e pins Bv11d the wiring plates. ~rhese couples enable
tIle ~"vire to vibrate torsional1v ,vitIl fixed ends until
a" critical" anlplitude is exceeded. Beyorld this ampli
tude th~ pins begill to slip agaillst these couples,
ellergy is thereby absorbed, Hind the torsiOll is less
tha11 it 1vould be if the ends \vere clalnped. The
critical anlplitude is proportional to the tensi011, 3)11.d
is indicated by the dotted line ill F1ig. 4.
This lille assunles a coefficient friction of 0·15.

(2) '~rhe tensioll determilles the lateral resonance, whicll
llas the double effect of determinil1.g tIle loudness of
the note alld the point of the \vire at whicll fracture is
nl0st lil{ely to occur. The lateral vibrations are pro
duced by energy derived from the air, due to Y'l.';
the amou_nt of this energy depends 011 the phase
difference bet\veen the lateral and torsional vibrations,
al1.d this depends on the tension. Vvhen tIle lateral
vibration is large ell0ugh to cause the pins to lose
COl1tact at eacll side of the \viring plates alternately,
frictional danlping occurs as described in (1), and tIle
torsion is reduced. On the other hand, when the
torsion is large, the lateral vibration has more el1ergy
absorbed, due to the more stable values of Y v beyond
25° yaw (Fig. 10). Thus a large torsional vibration
tends to decrease the lateral, and vice versa. It

* (" On the Sound Produced by Circular 'Vires in an Air Current."
Philosophical Magazine, Vol. 42, p. 173. July, 1921. By E.F. Relf.,
A.R.C. Se.)
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is calculated that lateral resonance would occur at
thetellsions stated ill Table 9; in these cases tIle
phase difference is 90°.

III the sil1ging experiments it "vas observed that the torsional
:aulplitude varied with the tensiOll according to a curve whicll
'COllSists of a series of \vaves about a nleal1 straight line passing
through the origin (Fig. 4). The rlleall straight line represellts
the critical amplitude mentioned above. The minima correspolld
to the maxinlum lateral oscillations, in agreelnent with tIle
·above theory. The sound is loudest at the torsional Iuinilna,
wllich is again COllsistent \vitIl the present tlleory, because tIle
:sound is produced mainly by tIle lateral vibratiolls.

The absence of f~{;1~damental lateral vibrations during singing
is to be explained as f ollovvs: Assulue for tIle s3.J{e of clearlless
'that tllere is 110 phase difference. The air supplies ellergy (due
'to Y v , Fig. 10) to a pre-existi11g lateral vibration betvveell IOtO

and 25° yaw, but absorbs ellergy between 0° and IOtO and again
betweell 25° and larger angles, so that the 18.;teral vibration. tends
tobedalnped out !nore o.J11d n1.ore as tIle torsional alnplittlde
beC0111eS greater and greater (beyond 25°). To take an ex
perinlental exanlple, when the ,vire wa.s rigged cut lOt0

, the
fUlldanlental lateral vibratio11 \vas violent at the lower wind
speeds and sillging was not audible at allY tension. lNhell the
Willd speed was raised to 90 ft jsec. the torsiOllal anlplitude at
~a suitable high tel1siol1 becanle large en.ough for audible singing,
alld at the same tilne the later8J vibration becall1e so sinall J(jhat
it was difficult to detect; 1vhen the was no"v
the fundamental lateral vibration not occur again, OWil1g to the
111agnitude of tIle torsion, u11til the "'"VVilld speed "VIas about 70 it jsec.

5. The co)nn~encernen,t of singing begins, the
\vire must have an angulo.Jf or its aerodYl1an1ical
equivalent. Tllis COllditioIl is if a 12vteral oscillatioll
already exists, because the in yaw is aerodYllalnically
equivalent to all angular velocity. In. agreemellt with this,
the rallge of angles of rigging at v/hich the experirnental \vire
sang (IOtO to 28°) corresponds to the rallge of an.gles of yaw
v/ithin vvhich slnall lateral vibratiorls tel1d to arise O\Villg to the
lateral force on the wire (Yv) being unstable (Fig. 10). Outside
this ral1ge a lateral oscillation. arising, say, from a ctlange in the
clirectioll or velocity of the Willd, tends to be d8.Jmped out by the
\Villd forces due to the stable Y 'V,andbefore damping it llasnot
ell0ugll energy to IJfoduce equivalent a11g1es of yaw of 15°.
Consequently sin.ging does 110t arise at angles of rigging outside
the above range.

6. Singing on ae-r01Jlanes.-On aeroplaIles in Hight singing
could begin fr0111 the folloV\ring causes :-

(1) The necessary initial allgular velocIty can arlse through
(a) indepelldent lateral vibrations,
(b) twist· due to gusts.
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(2) The necessary of;'yavv could be produced by
(a) side slipping,
(b) flyillg at an angle of incidence greatly differellt.

from that for which the wires are rigged, e.g., at
very low or very high speeds, and some special
mal1CBllvres,

(c) rotatiol1 of propeller slipstreanl,
(cl) bad rigging,
(e) lateral vibratiollS (partly).

(3) TIle high tension necessary for the maintenallce of
singing is most likely to be found in lift wires (" flyillg ".
\vires) during 11lanceuvres wllich involve high accelera
tiOllS, such as flattening out at high speeds, spins,
loops, &c.

Except in a particularly bad example of (2) (cl), singillg
would always be preceded by strong lateral vibrations of the
wire, in the fundamental nl0de, since the wire wOllld have to
pass through IOtO before singing commences.

To an observer on the ground the constancy of the pitcl}
of the note is generally obscured by the Doppler effect. When:
the aeroplane approaches and recedes {raIn the observer at
ground speeds of 140 m.p.h., a note of frequency 217 would be
heard as notes of frequencies 257 and 177 respectively, an interval
of about half an octave. The singi11g note is therefore generally
heard as a continuously varying one, especially vlhen the aero
plane is mallCBllvring in the neighbourhood of the observer.

7. Fract~/.;re.-T\vo cases are to be distinguished from eacll
other, according as the da11gerous stresses arise rllainly froln
torsion or tension. These cases are referred to as "torsional
fatigue" and" bending u11der tension," for the sake of distinction,
although each involves both torsion and extension.

(A) Torsional fatigue.-It is estimated, on the basis of the
experiments, that the torsional alnplitude would be of the order
80° for the experinlental wire at a wind speed of 140 m.p.h.}'
at a suitable te11sioll (about 965 1bs.). The shear stress carre'"
sponding to this amplitude is as follows :-

Tension.

Zero

965 Ibs.

l\1aximulll shearing stress.

17·5 tons/sq. in.

18·8 tons/sq. in.

Shearing planes.

79° and - 11 0

If the wire were much thinner compared vvith its length, it,
is estimated' (§ 20) that the shear stress would be sOlnewhat!,
increased at the same wind speed, up to a limit of about 011e

ton per square incl1 more than the above figures.



If the fatigue limit i$-about21 tOllS jsq. in. these calculations
indicate that torsional fatigue fracture is inlprobable. For
exalnple, if the calculated stress is underestirllated about 10
per cent. for any reason, fatiglle fracture v/ould be possible for
thin wires, but only after a cOluparatively large number of
vibrations. Tllis "',vould involve :-

(a) prolonged singing,
(b) fairly constallt higll tensiOl1, In order to lYlailltain the

large alnplitude, because according to Fig. 4, the
amplitude is sensitive to the tension.

TIle satisfaction of these two C011ditions is inlprobable ul1der
ordinary flight COllditions; for example, the l1_ecessary high tension
is available Ollly ill exceptional cases, such as diving or flattening
out fronl spins, &c., i.e., rnanCBuvres i:n "vhich the con'"
ditiollS are not lik_ely to be co:nstaJllt or

rrllis type of fracture might be 'expected to occur anyvvhere
bet"veell the eIld of the vvire an.d the first lateral loop, according
to the alllOullt of lateral" reSOIlance "; it ,vould start al,vays at
tIle end of the millor axis of the cross section.

(B) Bending under tension.-If lateral resonaIlce occurs III

r loops v{hen the mean tensile stress in the "vire is T, this gives
rise to an additional alterna-ting stress 1J. The maximum value
of p occurs at the loops; this is estinlated to be as follows for
the experiluental vlire when the lateral vibrcttio1~ has an amplitude
of 0"·1.

Direction of
J\lean tensile Total tensile

stress (T) ]J stress
vibration. (tons /sq. in,). (tons /sq. in.) (tons Jsq. in.).

IJarallel to the 8 13· 4; 2·8 16·2
nlinor axis. 9 10·4 3·6 14·0

10 8·3 ·4 12·7
II 6·7 5·3 12·0
1'1 5·4 0·3 11·7£.I

13 4·4 7-4 11·8
14 3·5 8 r~ 12 ·1·u

Parallel to the 7 13·1 9·4 22·5
nlajor axis. 8 7·5 12·2 19·7

!

If the torsional shear stress is q, the Inaxilllum value of the
resultant shear stress v!-(p + T)2 +. q2 occurs very close to
the first loop frorn the end of the wire, which is therefore' the
point at which t.he 1Alire ,vould be expected to breal{ if the tensiOl1
becalne excessive during singing. In contrast "vith a torsional
fatigue fracture, this type could occur at the el1cl of either tIle
111inor or tile Inajor axis according to, the direction of vibration.

£6420 B
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The torsion has here little effect beyond being the origin
of the lateral vibration; the latter is unilnportant conlpared
\vith the tension, except in so far as it determilles the position
of the point of fracture. Fracture could be due to a momentarily
excessive tension or to tensile fatigue.

(0) Flaws.-If a flaw exists in a \vire, singing could be the
cause of fracture at tIle flaw. "Torsion" could cause it any~

\Vl1ere except ill tIle middle of the wire, while "Bending under
Tension" could cause it anywhere except at the nodes. Tension
alone could of course cause it anywhere.

8. Broken wil"es.-Figs. 12 and 13 show photograplls of raf,vires
broken on aeroplanes and submitted to the ~.A.E. for metallurgical
examination. These show the following features:-

(1) The fractures occur a short distance from the end of the
wire. On a tell foot wire the positioll of the loops are :-

Overtone.

7
8
9

10
11
12

Distance of loop fronl pin.

8".6
711 .5
611 .7
611 .0
511 .5
511 .0

(2) The appearance of the fractures is consistent ,viththenl
starting at points on the lllinor axis (Fig. 12) and on the major
axis (Fig. 13).

(3) The angles at which the fractures commence (viewed
from the front) are visible in Fig. 12 only. The shearing planes
at the end of the minor axis appear to be at angles of about
40° and 50° to the plane of the cross-sectioll.

EacIl of these features is consistent with fracture of the
"Bending under Tension" type. The fracture at the major
axis (Fig. 13) is inconsistent with the "torsional fatigue" type,
in the absence of fla\vs, since this is the point of the perimeter
at which the torsional shear stress is a minimum. The shearing
planes of Fig. 12 are consistent witIl " torsional fatigue " fracture
if the number of vibrations is relatively great; as noted above, this
would involve improbable conditions of flight.

9. Oonclusions as to fracture.-The general conclu.sion is that
the singing of a rafwire is not dangerous when the tension is
nl0derate, and vvhen no fla,vs exist. When the te11sion is ex
cessive, lateral "resollance" provides all additional alternating
tensile stress, varying along the wire, which determines the
POillt of fracture. < Fracture due to torsional fatigue could
occur ullder inlprobable conditions of flight (prolonged constitnt
high tension).
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APPENDIX.

I.-Minor Singing Experi1nents.

10. Prevention of singing.~Experiments indicate that singing can
be prevented by attaching to the \vire a small body capable of absorbing
energy, e.g.,

(a) Rubber tape, 3 feet long by i inch broad, was \\'Tapped round
3 inches of the wire, about a foot from one end, and a piece
of lead sheet was clinched on this. A torsional vibration of
1° occurred at 127 ft/sec. and there was no audible singing.

(b) At wind speeds below 100 ft/sec. singing was easily prevented
by attaching any loose fitting device to the wire, such as a
small piece of aluminium or lead sheet.

It remains to be noted that duplicate \vires, joined to each other,
would probably not sing.

11. Experiment on fatigue.-A rough fatigue experiment was performed,
in which a wire was allowed to sing for 2i hours under a load of 965 lbs.
at 127 it/sec. The total number of vibrations was 1,950,000. Although
this is a small number for a fatigue experiment, it is to be remembered
that a wire usually sings in flight for only a short time, and then rests
for a longer time.

In this experiment the amplitude of vibration decayed gradually
from 68';°_to 64°.JTable 12). At the end of the experiment the temperature
of the lower wiring plate and the screw thread were 9° C. and 4° C.
respectively, above that of the surrounding air. This can be wholly
accounted for by :--

(a) end friction at the pins,
(b) hysteresis.

lI.-Subsidiary ExperiJ,nents.

12. Experiments on hysteresis and minor end effects.-Experiments
were made in which the decay of a torsional oscillation \vas observed
when the wind was off (period adjusted to be about one second). The
rafwire was used,

(a) with the same end fittings as in the singing experiments, and
(b) with clamps attached to the outer roof and the floor. In

cases (a) and (b) the effective length of the wire was 119 inches
and 101 inches respectively.

The resulting loss of energy, due· to hysteresis and the forcing of
vibrations in the structure, is sho\vn in Fig. 6. The two curves of Fig. 6
corresponding to cases (a) and (b) are not strictly comparable, sinc~ ~he

twist at an element of the wire is not the same function of the pOSItIon
of the element in both cases. The curves, however, show that the effect
of using shackles at the ends of the wire is to increase the dissipation
of energy, presumably by

(i) forcing vibrations in the supports,
(ii) minor frictional effects, such as the friction between the scre\v

thread and the forked end.

The hysteresis loss will appear as heat mainly toward the ends of the
\vire, since the potential energy is greates~ there.
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13. E;'(peri111ents on follo\ving experin1ents \vere perfofrned

CA,) The usual srnall oscillation luethod ",vas used by !vIessrs. Alford
and Younger todetern1ine for a 15 scale Illodel of elliptical section.
The. results are shovvn in Fig. 7.

Upper limit of yaw.'Vind speed (ft Jsec.).

(B) In order to check the applicability of these results to finite
oscillations, an oil damping luethod \vas used (Fig, 9 and I'able 8). The
energy supplied by N r balanced the energy absorbed by the oil, and a
finite constant an1ulitude of rotation ,vas Inaintained. The results of
experiments A and-'- B agree vvithin 10 per cent.

eC) The foregoing experilnent (B) vias repeated all an accurate 15
scale 1110del of the raf\vire, the cross-section of vlhich \vas similar to that
bhown in Fig. 2. It appeared from this that the flattening of the front
and rear edges of the rafwire reduces the NT supply of energy by 16 per
cent., i.e., it reduces the singing (Tables 6, 7).

(D) The in1possibility of perpetual motion proves that the value of

.r;; (usually assumed constant) must begin to decrease when the angular

velocity becolnes great enough. To distinguish this from the usual
scale effect, it will be called a U speed ratio" effect, since it presumably
depends on the angles of ya\v produced at various elements of the wire,

i.e., on t.he ratio ~ where U) is the angular velocity, U the wind speed,

and a the n1ajor dialneter of the wire. As a sin1ple demonstration of
this, a short piece of stout rafwire \vas supported bet\veen centres at
its ends; a sluall velocity of rotation vvas given to it by hand, and this
increased spontaneously in the wind until it settled down to an apparently
steady value. This proves that the torsional amplitude of a singing
rafwire must be less than that which \vould be predicted directly ~from

the value of N r given by experiment C.

When the value of wNr is integrated over an oscillation bet\veen 0°
and 30° yav." it is found that the energy absorbed by N r beloyv 7° yaw
is alr.aost exactly equal to that supplied beyond 20° yavv, yvith the' result
that not much error is to be expected if it is assu111ed, for convenience, that
all the N r energy is supplied in the neighbourhood of the peak of Fig. 7 ;
i.e., N r has practically the effect of an inl_pulsive couple.

14. Experi1nents on lateral forces and 11~o'fnents.-(A) l~he value of the
yawing moment due to N v was obtained from the experitnents described
in § 13· (B) and (C), by noting the change of zero \vhen the \vind yvas
on. The results are given in Table 11 and Fig. 8.

(E) The value of the cross wind force vvas measured by supporting
a two--foot length of the experimental raf'.vire on a spindle. The results
are shown in Table 10 and Fig. 10. Lateral vibrations "Tere observed
to occur at angles of yaw between 10°·5 and an upper limit \vhich varied
with the wind speed roughly as follows:-

I

40
50
60
70
75

On the present theory these vibrations (due to unstable values of Y v)
are the Inost usual starting point of singing (cf. § 5).
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III.-Analysis of Singing.

15. Pitch of the note.--In calculating the pitch of the note for the
purpose of the present analysis it is assumed :-

(a) that the vvire is an elliptic cylinder from pin to pin;
(b) that l~v is zero.

rrhis leads to the expression....,--

I /---
'It =i(~~ -j~_~) , ~-~

vvhere n = fundanl,ental torsional frequency,

length of vvire,
F = fineness ratio or wire,
r~ = luodulus of rigidity of the nlaterial,
p = volume density of the nlaterial.

It vvill be noted that the frequency depends only on :

(1) The length of the wire.
(2) The shape of the cross-section (but not the dim.ension of the

section),
(3) The material (as defined by Nand p).

The effect of N,v \vas calculated in a typical case (rigging 15°" amplitude
:k 60~) with the following results:~

Wind speeq (ft/£ec.). l
60

100
160
220

Frequency.

225
225
224
223

The unstabilising movement of the C.P. between ± 1210 ya\v (Fig. 8)
is thus equivalent to a negligibly small \veakening of tlie steel.

16. Torsional arnplitude.-The torsional alnplitude is determined by
the balance betvveen the supply and the dissipation of the rotational
energy. In calculating the supply it is assumed, on the basis of § 13
(Fig. 7) that every element of the wire is acted upon by an impulsive
N r couple every time it passes through ± 15°_, ya\v, and that N r is else
where zero. The phases at vvhich the supplies are received lead to an
integration by summation of an infinite series; the condition that this
series is convergent is also the condition that N r energy is supplied to an
element. The results of the calculation are shown for a typical case
(rigging 15~) in. Fig. 11.

In calculating the' loss of energy due to hysteresis, &c., the upper

curve of Fig. 6 is first expressed as a linear fUJ?-ction of ~~. where e is the

angle of t\vist at an elenlent whose distance froill the end of the wire is
z. This function is taken to apply to each element, and is integrated. over
the whole \vire. The result is sho\vn in Fig. II. The loss of energy due
to the pins slipping against friction is equal to the frictional couple
multiplied by the angle (~) through which slipping occurs. This angle
is too slnall to observe, and the loss is treated by calculating the values
of ~ that are necessary to account for the difference bet\veel1 the energy
supply and the loss.
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In these calculations the (( speed ratio" effect on N r is not estimated,
hence the calculated values of ~ will be too great. 1\. n~inor effect, also
ignored,. is the frequency correction to hysteresis.

The follo\ving table sho\vs the angles (~) through vvhich the pins must
rotate in order to preserve the balance of energy. The case treated is
that of Fig. 4; the n1inin1a in that diagran1 are not treated for the present
(cf. § 17).

Load Arnplitude
(lbs.). (degrees).

N r

supply
(inch-lbs. ).

Energy.

IIysteresis
loss

(inch-lbs. ).

Remainder
(inch~lbs.).

f3
angle

through
which the
pin slips
(degrees).

315
390
465
540
615
715
790
865
915

1015

12
16·5
19·5 ..
25·5
28·3
28
33·5
44·5
49
34·5

0·036
0·050
0·059
0·077
0·086
0·085
0·125
0·205
0·24
0·135

0·003
0·007
0·011
0·022
0·029
0·028
0·045
0·099
0·130
0·050

0·033
0·043
0·048
0·055
0·057
0·057
0·080
0·106
0·110
0·085

0·21
0·22
0·21
0·21
0·19
0·16
0·21
0·25
0·25
0·17

This shows that slipping through to is sufficient to account for the
balance of energy; this is well vvithin the range of movement of the pins
(± I~).

As the wind speed increases, the N r energy is increased in direct
proportion, and the amplitude ought to increase in an asymptotic manner,
determined by the intersection of curves such as those of Fig. 11. The
amplitude does increase with the wind speed (Fig. 5), but not to such an
extent as Fig. 11 would suggest. The reason is partly that more energy
is lost by slipping against friction (not plotted in Fig. 11) and also, as
suggested above, that the N r supply of energy is over-estimated, o\ving
to the " speed ratio " effect.

In the case of the most energetic torsional vibration (amplitude 69°,5)
the energy. balance \v-orked out as follows r-

Supply of energy (Nr )

Loss (hysteresis, &c.)

Remainder

0·630 inch lbs. per svving.
0·353
0·277

The latter, if due entirely to slipping of the pins, would involve an angle
of slipping of 0,0·60, enough to heat the w~ring plate and forked end through
5° C. per minute. § 11 shovvs that this is an excessive estimate, again
poiriting to a large" speed ratio" effect on N r . In the two cases treated
above the upper limit to the "speed ratio" effect is 46 per cent. and
44 per cent. respectively.

As a further check on the foregoing theory, a rough test was performed
on a clamped wire. The torsion was thereby increased about .30 per
-cent. by getting rid of the energy loss due to slipping at the pins. This
test gave an upper limit of about 50 per cent. for the" speed ratio" effect
on NT'
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17. Variation of torsional antplitude with tensio11,.---Table 9 gives the'
loads necessary to produce the various lateral overtones of the observed
frequency 217 for a wire of constant section throughout its length;. i.e.,
it ignores the facts that the ends are screwed and forked, &c. Let it. be
assumed that the various corrections (e.g., for the screwed ends) amount
to a reduction of the value of ml 2n 2 by 5·2 per cent., vvhere 1 arid 11, are
defined in § 15, and m is the Inass of the wire per unit length. The
following results are obtained for vibrations parallel to the minor axis:

Nunlber of tone.

8
9

10
11
12
13

Calcul<1ted load (lbs.).

840
654
518
415
335
271

Observed load at IninilUU111
aluplitude (lbs.).

840 .
665
490
'415
330
270

It is therefore consistent with the observations to assume that these
particular torsional minima occur when there is lateral resonance pa.,rallel
to the minor axis.

There are other mininla at 940 and 565 lbs., an interval of 375 lbs.
Table 9 suggests that lateral resonance parallel to the nlajor axis should
occur at 870 and 497 lbs. an interval of 373 lbs. In this case the stiffness
is about 20 times Inore important than it is for vibrations parallel to the
TIlinor axis, hence the loads are more sensitive to slnall errors in the
assulnptions. The minin1.a at 940 and 565 lbs. are therefore regarded
as being due to lateral vibrations parallel to the Inajor axis.

During singing lateral vibrations were never quite absent; they were
usually too small to nleasure conveniently, but they became very violent
at .the best marked minimum (840 lbs.), so violent that the torsional
vibration ceased- after a few seconds, and then the lateral resonance
ceased also. Singing was loudest at 940 and 665 Ibs.; this is consistent
,vith the above theory.

IV.~Fracture.

18. C01nbi11,ed tension and shear. Range of stress.-If p and q are
the tensile and the maximum torsion shear stress respectively at a definite
point, the greatest range of. shear stress is from + q to - q, and occurs in
transverse and longitudinal planes, .whereas the maximum shear stress is
V!P2 + qZ: and occurs in planes somewhat inclined to these. }"'or example>
in the case where the maximum torsion occurred in the channel experiments
(torsion 69°,5, load 940 lbs.) the shear stress is :-

6·7 sin 28 + 15·2 cos 28 sin pt (tons/sq. in.)

\vhere e is the inclination of the plane considered. The maximum range
,vas therefore + 15.·2 to - 15·2 in planes 8 = 0° and 90~, \vhereas the
maximum stress occurs in planes 8 = ~ 12° and 78°, the stress varying
froln 16·6 to - 11,2, a range 8! per cent. smaller than the preceding one.

19. Shearing planes at lateral resona'nce.-vVhen the forced lateral
vibration is a maximun1., it will be assulned for convenience in this calcu
lation that the torsional amplitude is one half of the critical anlplitude
(cf. §4 and Fig. 4). This leads to the follovving upper limits to the

values of ;:

·075F.for points at the end of the nlinor axis,
·075 for points at the end of the major axis,
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where F is the fineness ratio. The shearing planes then differ troln the
45° diagonal planes by aUlounts \\Those upper limits are 4·3 FO:; and 4.3 0

according as the fracture begins at the ends of the Iuinor or major axes.

20. Torsional shear stress, con}ectz,tred variation with dian~eter: length
ratio.-I t is desired to estimate \vhat the \vorst case \vould be for torsional
stresses, hence the tension is supposed to be such as \vill not produce
lateral resonance (cf. Fig. 4). The torsional aluplitude depends upon :-

(1) that which would result froIn the balance betvveen the supply
of air energy and the "hysteresis" loss (cf. Fig. 11).

(2) that at which the pins would comnience to slip, i.e., the
" critical" amplituqe.

If (1) is less than (2), the amplitude is given by (I), but in the usual
case (1) is greater than (2), and the an1plitude then lies somewhere
between the two values.

(1) Assume that the " hysteresis" loss of energy (Fig. 6) is a function
of the surface stress rather than of the distortion, i.e., that it depends on

a ~ rather than ¥, where B is the torsional amplitude at the middle of

the wire, a is the major diameter of the cross-section, and l is the length
of the wire. This leads to the quadratic :-

alB (a ~ + 0'000322) = kUP

\vhere U is the "\vind speed (ft/sec.), P is a factor depending on the phases
at which the N r energy is supplied, and h is a constant covering the value
of N r , the "speed ratio" effect, the slope of· the "hysteresis" curve
(Fig. 6) and the frequency effect on hysteresis. The experimental results
are roughly consistent with this equation, and Fig. 5 gives an enlpirical
value of h, viz.: k = 3·8 X 10-8

• P varies \vhen the length or dian1eter
of the \vire varies; \vhen the wire is too short or too thick it does not
sing at all owing to the s111all value of P. At large amplitudes P is nearly
constant, tending to unity as a linlit.

The following table expresses the solution of the above equation for
the sinlplest case (rigging 0°, ,vind ,speed 150 ft/sec.).

Torsional aUlplitude
(degrees).

15
16
17
18
19
20
30
40
50
60
80

100
120

lVlaior dianleter.
+. Length.

o
4·1 X 10.... 3

5·8
7·0
7·4
7·6
6·7
5-7
4·7
4·0
3·1
2·5
2·1

liInit

Shear stress.
(Tons jsq. in.).

o
4-1
6-1
7·8
8-7
9·4

13·0
14-1
14·8
15-1
15·5
15-7
15·8
15·9

In this case the luaximull1 possible steady stress (due to torsion only)
is in the neighbourhood of 16 tons/sq. in., occurring for long or narrovv
,vires, and singing does not take place if the ll1ajor dialneter of the\vire
is greater· than 0·008 tinles its length. The dian1eter of the experiluental
wire is 0 ·0034 times its length.
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The first five values in the above table represent unstable conditions,.
and do not concern us.

(2) When the tensile stress p is low enough to permit of the pins
slipping, the shear stress at which this happens (i.e., at the" critical ",
amplitude) is 0·15 F P (cf. § 19). Hence the shear stress at the critical
amplitude is 0·67 p when the fineness ratio is 4t. \Vhen the stress in the
foregoing table exceeds 0·67 p, the actual stress during singing would lie
between 0·67 p and that of the table.

The quadratic equation above shows that an increase in the wind
speed increases the possible stress in the ratio of vU approximately.
The following table gives the maxima possible, on this assu~ption, and
also gives the tensile stresses necessary to prevent slipping at the pins;
the stresses in column 3 must exist before those in column 2 could occur :-

'Vind speed, m.p.h.

100
120
140
160
180
200

IVraximum possible shear
stress (torsion).
(tons /sq. in.).

15·7
17·2
18·6
19·9
21·1
22·2

TABLE 1.

Necessary tensile stress
(tons /sq. in.).

23·4
25·7
27·8
29·7
31·5
33·2

TORSIONAL AMPLITUDES OF A SINGING vVIRE.
Variation with load (wind speed 78·5 ft /sec., setting 10°·5)0-.

Load Amplitude Character of L.oad AIDplitude
(Ibs.). (degrees). note. (lbs.). (degrees).

1015 34·5 Loud, rather rough 515 24·0
990 31·5 Loud, very clear 490 10·5
965 25·8 Loud, very clear 465 19·5
940 16·5 Loudest 440 19·0
915 49·0 Loud 415 4·9
890 46·0 Loud 390 16·5
865 44·5 Loud 365 15·5
840 10 Interference 340 13·0
815 12·5 Interference 315 12·0
790 33·5 Very rough 290 7·7
765 32 ~ 3· ,rery rough 265 3·4
740 30·5 Very rough 240 4·8
715 28·0 Rough 215 L1· 8
690 25·0 I.Jouder 190 4·4
665 24·0 Rough 165 4 .)-' u

640 26·5 Less rough 140 3·9
615 28·3 Rough 115 3·6
590 26·3 Rough 90 0·3
565 23·5 Rough - -
540 25·5 Rough - -
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TABLE 2.

T()RSIONAL Al\iPLITUDES OF A SINGING 'VIRE.
Variation with wind speed.

Setting: 10°.5.
Load: 9151bs.

Setting: 18°.6.
Load: 940 1bs.

\Vind
(ft

AUlplitltde
(degrees).

\Vind speed
(it /sec.).

Aluplitude
(degrees).

133
127
118
108

08
88
78·5
78·5
73·5
68·5
63·5
61·4

67·0
6'3·5
~35· 5
62·5
61·0
58·0
45·0
18
5·0
4·0
3·0
0·5

132
127
118
108

98
88
78·5

69·5
67·5
65·5
64·0

63·5
62·5
60·5
56·0
~i8· 0

TABLE 3.

EXPERIME~ITS ON A SINGING WIRE.
Observations when the setti11g was 20°·9.

Load vVind Speed All1plitude I
(lbs.) .. (ft /sec.). (degrees).

I
Quality.

1015 78·5 35·5 I I
1015 73·5 33·3 ~I Very clear and strong.
1015 ()8' 5 31·8 JI
915 fi3·5 i1:1' 3 I

I
815 63· 5 ~~6· 3 I

715 H3·5 36·0 I

965 61·4 too slnall
I

Stronger than at 94.0 Ibs.I

915 61·4 37·8
I

Very clear, rapid .beats.
865 (,1· 4 36·0

I

840 61· 4: darnped out Violent interference, beats.
815 61·4 32·8
765 61· 4 too slnall Clear and loud.
715 61.j. 31·5 I Clear.

I690 61· :1 too small I Clear and loud.
615 63·5 , Rough, some interference.
590 63·6 ! Clear and loud.
565 63·5

I
Faint.

540 63·5 Fainter.
515 63·5

I
Rough, some interfeTence.

490 63·5 Rough, some interference.
465 63·5

I
Fainter, beats.

440 63·5
I

Singing stops.
I
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T.A.BLE 4.

EXPERIME!~TS ON A SINGING WIRE.

at a: setting of 18°· 8.

Load \Vincl Sneed AU1.plitude
(lbs.). (ft jsec.). (degrees).

1015 78·5 33·0
990 61· 4 35·0
965 61· 35·8 to 37·0
9"1:0 61·4 36·8
915 61 ·4 36·5
890 (:11· 4 35·3
865 61· 4 32·8 to 34·5
840 -61 . too small
815 68·5 35·8
790 68·5 32·0
765 68·5 38·3
740 68·5 37·8
715 68·5 34·8
690 68·5 too small
615 68·5 l
590 63·5 r

)
515 63·5 L
490 63·5 (

)

465 63·5
440 63·5
415 63·5
390 63·5
365 63·5
315 63·5

Quality) etc ..

Beats, 5 in 18 seconds.
Violent interference.

Loud.
Not so loud.
Loud.
Very loud.

Interference.

Interference.

Clear.
Rougb;.
Clear, faint.
Rough.
Clear.
Singing stops.
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TABLE 5.

EXPERIMENTS ON A SINGING 'VIRE ..

Variation of the setting. (Loads 715 and 1,015 Ibs., various
wind speeds).

Setting.
Load 'Vind All1p.

Setting.
Load 'Vind Anlp.

(Ibs.). speed. (degrees). (Ibs.). speed. (degrees)~

10°'5 1015 78·5 34·5 22°·6 1015 78·5 37·3
715 78·5 28·0 1015 73·5 35·5

---- 1015 68·5 33·3
17°·0 715 63·5 34·0 715 63·5 37·3

715 68·5 35·8 715 68-5 39·0
715 73·5 37·3 715 73·5 41·0
715 78·5 38·5

1015 78·5 34·2 22°·9 715 61·4 33·8
----

18°.8 1015 78·5 32·5 ·2 1015 78·5 33·8
1015 88 35·5 1015 73·5 32·3
1015 98 38 1015 68·5 30·3

715 68·5 35·0 1015 63·5 27·8
--------r- 715 61· 4 26 to 30"
20° ·9 715 73·5 36·8 715 63·5 33·0

715 58·5 31·0 715 68·5 34·8
715 63·5 35·3

1015 78·5 35·5 25°·3 1015 78·5 34·8
1015 73·5 33·3 1015 73·5 32·3
1015 68·5 31·8 1015 68·5 30·8

---- 1015 63·5 28·8
22°'4 1015 78·5 35·8 715 63·5 31·3

1015 73·5 33·8 71fJ 68·5 3L1· 5
1015 68·5 32·3
1015 63·5 30·5 26°·7 715 61· 5 31·0

715 63·5 29·8
27°·9 1015 68-5 34·3

1015 63·5 32·5
1015 61· 4 30-0
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TABLE 6.

OF N r ON 15 SCALE MODEL.

Later model. Oil depth 1·1 eill.

vVind
speed

(it jsec.).

Angle Oil
of ya..v dan1ping

(degrees). coefficient
(i\.)

Period
(sees.).

Initial
.i.

necessary
for

Irlo.rt"'C>D-~\
o

Static
twist

(degrees).

on.L side
of the swing

Pas. Neg.
yaw

;Jpo-PPPQ\

35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8_
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8
35·8

35·0
40·0
45·0
50-0
49·0
47·9
46·8
45·6
45·0
40·0
35·0

~5'5

-1·3
5·0
g'4

10·7
11·8
13·4
14·5
16·3
17·7
19·6
21·6
23·5
25·7
27·7
29·3

10·6
12·2
13·2
14·2
14·3
14·1
14·0
13·8
13·8
13·1
12·1

0·173
0·174
0·176
O·
O·
0·178
0-177
0·176
0·176
0·177
0·177
0·177
0·174
0·169
0·171
0·170

0-191
0·190
0·189
0-188
0·186
0·185
0·184
0·183
0·182
0·181
0·180

1·16
·15

1·1
1·02
1·00
0·98
0·96
0·92
0·90
0·88
0·88
0·88
0·86
0·86
0·86
0·86

0·98
·0(1
·10

0·98
1·00
1·00

-00
1·08
1·10
1·02
0·98

7·8

2·9
5·9
8·3

10·6
14·0

1·1

-" 2·7
-O·g

2·9
4·3
5·2
5·4
4·8
4·0
3·3
3·2
3·2
3·3
3·3
3·3
3·3
3·3

5·1
6·7
7·7
8·7
8·8
8·6
8·5
8·3
8·3
7·6
6·6

'7-0
10·6
11·6
14·7
17-0
19·1
~~O ·1
21· 8
22·4
21· 9
20·6

9·1
11·8

·5
38·8
34-3
33·6
26·5
18·5
17·6
15·
11·8

g·o
15·9
16·8
19·1
19·7
19·3
19·7
20·8
21·6
21·1
20·1

13·9
19·2
24·2
52·8
46·6
45·8
36·3
26·2
24·7
21·3
16·8
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TABLE 7.

l\IEASUREMENT OF N 11 ON 15 SCALE l\10DEL.

Later model. Oil clepth 1· 7 en1. VVind speed 35·8 ft/sec.

Ang~e

of va-j.v
(degrees ).

Oil
damping

coefficient
(r.)

Pe~.'iocl

(sees. )_

Initial
aluplitude
necessary

for
starting

(degi'ees).

Static
twist

(degrees).

Aluplitndes on
each side of
the swing.

POSe Neg.
yaw

-5·5 0-239 1·1 -2'0
5·2 0·238 I-I 3-0

10·1 0-238 1·0 2·2 5·0 7·8 11·3
12·3 0·238 O·9t3 5·1 10·6 I tl- 6"
14-0 0·238 0·92 4'0 13·1 15-7
15'0 0·238 0·90 3·8 15·2 15- 8.
17-4 0·238 0·88 3·1 3-3 16·7 15·9
18·5 0·238 0·86 5·2 3-2 16,5 15-5
20·8 0·236 0·86 8-4 3·2 16-8 15-5
25'0 0·236 0-86 3-2

TA.BLE 8.

MEASUREMENT OF Nr ON 15 SCALE I\10DEL.

Old nl0del (elliptical cross-sectioll) .

InitiB,1 Amplitudes
all e-ach side

Wind Angle Oil StvJtic of the swing.
of yaw Per~o:1 necessary t·wist

(sees.). for(degrees)
(A) starting (degrees) Neg.

(degrees)

35-2 -3-8 0'194 0,98 18-6 ~ 1'9 30-5 28·
35·2 -0·6 0·200 0·98 20·7 ~O-3 27-3 OJ-r f~

~J '0

35·2 3·5 0-197 0·99 19·8 1'9 27·1 30·

36·0 11-3 0·219 1-01 2·6 5·6 10·9 16-
36·0 13,2 0·219 1·00 6·0 12·3 18·()
36-0 14·2 0·220 0-97 5-0 15·1 18·
36,0 15·6 0-221 0·94 3-9 19·0
36·0 17·6 0-220 0-9.2 2·2 3·4 19·8 ·1
36,0 21·0 0·222 0·90 6·5- 3·3 22·1 21·1
36·0 26·3 0·218 0-87 11·6 3·6 22·8 21·8
36·0 28·5 0·221 0·865 16·6 3·6 19·4 18· f.)
36·0 30·1 0·219 0·87 3·6

36·0 14·0 0·223 0-98 5·6 19·3
39-7 11j1· 0·224 1·02 6·0 16·3 21· 9
43-3 14·8 O· 1·06 6·4 18-7 24-6
46-9 15·2 0- 1·11 6·8 21· 2 28·0
50· 15·6 0·226 1·02 7·2 43 5,1:
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Fracture at the end of the minor axis of the cross section.

FIG. 12.
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Fracture at the end of the ll1ajor axis of the cross sectJion.

FIG. 13(0
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LATERAL OVERTONES.

Load necessary for vibrations parallel to

2,310
1_,600
1,170

887
691
548
440
356
289
232
184
143
106

73
43
14

58,100
14,500

6,450
3,630

58,100
14,500

6,390
3,530
2,160
1,380

870
497
197

-62

I1----------------
J Major axis (lbs.). lVIinor axis (11s.).

I

I
i

i
I

I
-I

4

1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
l()
17
18
19
20

Nlllnber of
Tone

(r)

TABLE 10.

CROSS WIND FORCE ON RAFWIRE.

Angle
of

yaw:

Cross Wind Force coefficient at

40 ft Jsec. 50 ft jsec. 60 ft jsec. 70 it Isec. 75 H/ece.

~O· 0621 -0,0621 ~O'O643 ~O'O661 -0-0645
-0·0031 -0·0031 -0·0027 --0·0020 -' 0·0024

0·0564 0·0567 0·0560 0·0565 0·0592
0·106 0·108 O· 0·208 0·227
0·346 0·392 O· 0·427 0·428
0·386 0·416 0·427 0·432 0·428

0·38 0·87
0·232 0·224

0·272
0·218 0·218 0·271 0·402 0·31
0·263 0·255 0·312 0·26
0·324 0·320 0·33 0·328
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TABLE 11.

YAvVI~~G lVI01VIENT DUE TO ~rv'

Earlier lVrodel
(elliptical cross-section).

Later :lVlodel
(true cross-section).

-o,(}

3-5
- I
·8

g.g
·3

13·2
-0
·2

15·6
17·6
20·4
21- 0
25·3
28·f)
30·1

--- 0·0855
-0·013

0·085
0·130
O·
0-
0·252
o·
O·
0·225
0·175
0·153
0·153
0·148
0·162
0·162
0·162

Angle
of V~a\7iT

(deg~'ees).

-4'9
-0'8

5·6
g·O

10·7
12·4
12·9
14·0
14·6
15· ]
16·1
16·9
18·0
18·3
19·1
20·2
21·4
22·2
24·1
26·3
28·3
29·0

Yawing 1l10illent
1bs 1ft. at

35·8 ft /sec.

-0,117
-0-036

0·130
0·193
0·225
0·243
0·229
0·216
0-207
0·180
O·
0·148
0,1,,18
O·
O·
O·
O·
O· 146
0,14:8
0·148
0·148
0·148

'rABLE 12.

V.L~RIATION

Tiule (Ininutes).

o to 15
20 to 25
30 to 45

50
55

60 to 80
85 to 150

RAFWIRE.

Torsional an1.plitude
(degrees).

68
67
66
65
66
65
6·4

TI~/IE

Owin.g to the 111ethod of observation, of the ampl;ltude
del1_otes anything between that reading and one degree nlcre.
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